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Winding Roads

Highways, Byways &
Tracks
By Jim Gude— President
Photos by Jim Gude
The year is winding
down but we still have
many events on the
near horizon. The Riverside Timeline will be
on September 27th. The
wonderful California Challenge will be
held in Bakersfield; October 3-5. We
have a Santa Clarita area Progressive
dinner on October 25th. The CAI Concours (we are sponsoring this event) in
Santa Clarita on November 15th. And
last but not least, we round out the year
with our Holiday party on December
6th. As usual, there are no lack of things
to do in the PCA.
My second term as president is
nearly up and we are seeking my replacement; some other board positions
will be open as well. If you have an
interest in serving and having a richer
PCA experience, let one of our board
members know; we always can use the
talent.
August brought some very sad
news. My friend and past CAI President Richard Paré passed away. The
last time I heard from Richard was on
August 2 (8 days before his passing); I
lay in intensive care recovering from a
triple bypass (performed the previous
day) and Richard called. Richard was at
the CAI breakfast and wanted an update on my condition to share with my
friends at the breakfast; little did I
know that I would not hear from Richard again. When I heard of Richard’s
passing, my first thought was to how
we met and how he was responsible for
my joining the PCA. Some years ago I
was minding my own business walking
amongst the American iron and hot
rods at the Tehachapi Car Show. Most
of the cars sat so high that I overlooked, and nearly tripped over a nice
red 944. Regaining my balance I noticed that it was parked next to a yellow
914. I saw a fellow telling onlookers
about the virtues of a 914 and asked
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Rich and Mary Ann Paré at a Zone 8 Awards Banquet.

him “Do you own the 914?” To which
he answered “yes.” I then asked “Who
owns the 944?” He answered “My wife
and I own them both.” This guy’s got it
bad thought I. Richard shamed me into
entering my 944S in the show and
while we watched the crowd admiring
our cars (One loud kid proclaimed the
944s to be Ferraris!) he told me about
the PCA. I joined that night and went to
the “Tehachapi Moonlight Tour” a
week later. I met nice people with nice
cars and couldn’t believe it; the sports
car culture was indeed alive and well at
the PCA Regional level.
Richard was in many ways the
California Inland Region’s great ambassador. When we started the second
breakfasts in Santa Clarita, Richard
buzzed about breaking the ice with the
new attendees and soon all were fast
friends. Everywhere he went; he would
chase down Porsches and invite the

owner to join the PCA. Richard and
Mary Ann could be found at virtually
every CAI event. I always perceived
Richard and Mary Ann as the heart of
our region and Richard’s happy banter
will be sorely missed. At our last board
meeting we voted to dedicate our concours to Richards memory and to rename our annual rally (which Richard
and Mary Ann founded) the “Lost in
the Desert, Richard Paré Memorial
Rally.” My condolences to Mary Ann
and the Family, Richard will be missed.
Thanks for Reading
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Bumper Smiles
By David Witteried — Editor
Photos by David Witteried
Porsches and friendships… It is with
great sadness that I
report the loss of a
great friend, Rich
Paré. It was 14 years
ago that I first met
Rich Paré at a dinner meeting at the
Baker’s Square restaurant in Palmdale.
My wife, Janice, and I had recently
moved from Utah and had become active in the California Inland Region
meetings. I think we had about 15
members in the club at the time. Rich
and Mary Ann started attending the
meetings and immediately began volunteering to help out with various activities.

Rich Paré and Mark Charus discuss the
particulars of 944 engines with another
member after the Santa Clarita tour in
2003.

Anybody who had ever had the
pleasure of meeting Rich couldn’t help
but notice his smile, enthusiasm, and
willingness to pitch in and help! Rich
served our club as President (2 terms),
Vice-President (2 terms), Treasurer (2
terms), and Co-Chair for Events. Rich
was responsible for re-introducing
competitive rallies to our region, and
was a driving force behind the first
Concours that we will be having this
fall. During Rich’s tenure with our club
we saw our membership recover from
the teens to nearly 100 members today!
I am sure that if your paths crossed

http://cai.pca.org

with Rich’s he strode over, shook your
hand, introduced himself, and then
talked about your common interests in
Porsche and the Club. Rich will be
missed greatly by everyone who’s lives
he touched.

rally requires a driver and navigator
(there is a beginner class for rookies),
and the autocross at Minter Field is safe
and big with nearly 2 miles of twisty
track to exercise your Porsche on
(instructor drivers are available). Don’t
miss this great charity event!
The Lake Arrowhead Timeline is
on the 27th of September. This is always a fun event with many historic
Porsches, great shopping and food, and
a boisterous beer garden. There is a
fenced off area for Porsche only parking so don’t worry about parking you
German steed during the show.
See you on the road!

Mary Ann and Rich Paré register participants at our last Zone 8 rally in May.

One of my favorite events of the
year is just around the corner! I am
talking about the Golden Empire Region California Challenge. This is a
three-day event beginning with a Friday night welcome party, a morning
Concours followed by a Rally through
the foothills and mountains around
Bakersfield, then concludes with what I
bill as the best Autocross in southern
California on Sunday! I would like to
invite everyone to participate in all
three events as Rich was planning to do
this year. The concours requires a good
wash and cleaning of your Porsche’s
exterior and interior (this is a good reason to really clean my Porsche), the

Marvin Snodgrass' Cayman is judged in the
Full Concours class, 2007 Cal. Challenge.

Members at the 2007 Porsche Timeline.

WANTED
Newsletter
Editor
Training and software
will be provided. An
individual or team can
do the job.
For more information contact David Witteried at
760.373.1413
or
Witteried@charter.net.
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The Desert Moonlight Tour
By David Witteried
Photos by David Witteried and Rich Paré
It’s about five o’clock in the afternoon
and it’s time to drive to Rosamond to
meet up with the club members who
are going on the Moonlight Tour. Five
o’clock in the afternoon? Don’t most
tours start early in the morning? Not
this one! The idea of this tour is to go
out for dinner then enjoyed a cool evening drive as the full moon rises over
the valley.
There were 14 members waiting in
Rosamond as we pulled into the
McDonalds parking. After a little socializing car, tops came down and we
prepared for the first leg of the trip to
California City. We left Rosamond via
the Mojave/Tropico road which winds
through the hills passing abandoned
silver mines along the way. We then
linked up with Tehachapi/Willow
Springs Road and headed north at a
brisk pace. Shortly after starting to
climb up the hill to Tehachapi we
turned onto Cameron Road. Cameron
Road is a short two-lane road that
twists and turns for about three and one
half miles north to Highway 58… time
for a little fun!

Dessert was served at the Witteried's house.

After checking to make sure everybody had made the turn off onto Cameron Road I let my Porsche have it’s
lead and we zipped through the tight
corners letting the engine wind to
5000+ RPM as I shifted between the
gears and the road twisted up the hills.
A quick check of my mirror revealed
Tim and Sue Hagner in their red
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The gang is all here! Janice Witteried talking with Sheila Semana while Rich Paré chats with
Jim Gude as Tim Hagner and Mike Forest look on.

Carrera followed by Mike Forest in his
914 close behind me. I swear I could
count both driver’s teeth because their
grins were so big! After cresting the
hill we slowed down to allow the rest
of the group to catch up as we reached
the bottom of the hill. A short drive to
California City brought us to our first
destination, the Conquistador Restaurant where we enjoyed a refreshing
Mexican dinner and were joined by Jim
and Gail Gude who had driven down
from Tehachapi.
After dinner we climbed back into
our Porsches and made a short drive
out to the Silver Saddle Ranch as the
sun sank below the horizon. The drive
to the Ranch is up a fairly straight road
that is punctuated by nicely graded
sweepers and ends at the Silver Saddle
Ranch. By the time we had reached the
Ranch the sun had fully set and the
moon and stars were out in full force as
only happens with our clear desert air.
Unbeknownst to most of the drivers in
the group we had climbed nearly 1,000
feet above California City during the
drive. This meant that after we turned
around we had a great view of the city
lights as we descended back into town!

A short drive through town returned us to my house where we had
several desserts and coffee prepared for
the group. After everyone had settled
in, Jim Gude presented me with my
Newsletter Award that Rich and Mary
Ann Paré had brought back from the
Parade. Mary Ann also got to show off
her first place trophy from racing their
Cayenne in the Parade Autocross. Everybody had a great time talking about
(Continued on page 12)

Mary Ann Paré showed everybody her firstplace trophy from the Parade autocross.
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Ground School #4
Seating, Mirrors, and Braking
By Greg Robertson, DEI Autocross Co-Chair, Southern Arizona Region,
Zuffenhausen News July/August 2008
What is the best driving position?
Where should my mirrors be?
What is the optimal way to operate the
pedals?
I hope everyone is surviving the heat.
We take a summertime break in the
track schedule here in Arizona due to
the heat, so I thought I’d back up and
discuss some aspects of driving that
pertain as much to daily driving as they
do to the track. Ideally, I should have
started with these, but decided to save
them for the “off-season” when you
can practice them around town.
Let’s begin with seat position. Because we operate the pedals much more
frequently on the track than the streets,
you will likely find it more comfortable
sliding the seat a bit forward. While
this might give you some leg cramps
driving cross-country on the highway,
you should be close enough to be able
to completely depress the pedals without completely extending your leg.
This allows quicker and more dependable operation than if you must use
your tiptoes to depress the clutch. Obviously, too close is not good either, as
you must also be able to take pressure
off the pedals without having your
knees squished under the steering column. I personally find it helpful to have
the seat bottom cushion higher in front

Janice Witteried demonstrates a completely
incorrect driving position! Photo by David
Witteried.
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than at the back of the seat, as this
comfortably positions me closer to the
wheel and also helps keep me from
sliding forward in the seat. Optimally,
you should have the seat bottom as low
as comfortable, as this lowers your
center of gravity and improves your
“seat of the pants” feel for the road.

shaped hub. For most high-speed road
courses, it is recommended that you
keep your hands planted in this position, even if it means crossing over to
the I80-degree position on the wheel.
The reason for this is you will naturally
return your hands (and the wheel) to
the straight position in a spin, whereas
if you’ve shifted positions, this may not
be possible for you to determine
quickly. Many dedicated racecars (like
the GT3 RS) actually have a yellow
stripe at the 12:00 position to help orient the wheel. Also, do not reach inside
the wheel with your hands; keep your
hands outside the wheel at all times.
Grip the wheel lightly with your entire
hand to develop the most sensitivity to
vibrations and feedback from the
wheel. If you hold on with a death grip,
you will miss most of this feedback.

David Witteried positions himself in Austin
Wicks 997. Photo by Patricia Wicks.

After adjusting the distance from
the pedals and the height of the seat
bottom, next is the seat back. Sitting
straighter up is preferred, as this not
only improves your visibility, it also
improves your ability to react and steer.
The best way to adjust the seat back is
to drape your bent wrists over the top
of the steering wheel and raise the seat
back until you can do this with your
back firmly against the seat back. With
your hands at 3:00 and 9:00 on the
steering wheel, you should be able to
180 degrees to the right or left without
lifting your back from the seat.
Next is the steering wheel. As
noted above, your hands should be at
3:00 and 9:00, NOT 2:00 and 10:00, as
many of us were taught in Driver’s Ed
so long ago. This allows optimal use of
the arm and shoulder muscles to both
pull down with one hand and push up
with the other to steer the car, even
against significant resistance. A convenient way to hold the wheel is to rest
your thumbs on the spokes of the steering wheel if your car has the usual “T”

Executing a tight turn where shuffle steering would be appropriate. Photo by David
Witteried.

For lower speed, twistier applications, like autocross, it is necessary to
turn the wheel even further beyond 180
degrees, so this requires a different
technique, called shuffle steering. In
shuffle steering, as you turn the wheel,
one hand grips the wheel while the
other slides to the first. The second
hand then grips and continues to turn
the wheel farther as the first one release
and slides away from the other hand
just to grip farther down the wheel and
(Continued on page 10)
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Board Meeting Minutes
By Mark Charus — Secretary
California Inland
Board Meeting August 13, 2008.
The meeting was
called to order at 6:55
p.m. at Greenhouse
Cafe. In attendance
were: Jim Gude
(President), Roy Jensen (Treasurer),
Mark Charus (Secretary), Gail Gude
and David Witteried.
Old Business: Minutes from last
months meeting were read. Roy stated
that the club’s incorporation was now
complete. The mailing address for Cal
Inland PCA is: PO BOX 2145, Lancaster, CA 93539.
President’s Report: With Jim
Gude’s term almost complete, a discus-

sion was held regarding possible nominees for next club president.
Vice President’s Report: Alice was
not present.
Treasurer’s Report: Roy gave his
report,
Membership Report: Austin was
not present. His report was received via
e-mail. There were no new members.
Events Report: Marry Ann could
not be present. Our next event is a
breakfast at Greenhouse Café on September 6, 2008.
Newsletter Report: David gave his
report. He is looking for a member volunteer to take over the duties of editor.
As always, he has asked for articles and
flyers for next edition.
Web Site Report: David Alpert

was not present. A recent visit to the
web site does show it was updated.
Rally Report: Sadly, Rich Paré,
our Rally Chair, passed away suddenly
on August 10, 2008. Rich had been past
President and some would say, our
club’s Ambassador. He will be greatly
missed by all of us. We’ll see you again
someday Rich, down some winding
road.
New Business: A motion was presented and carried to re-name our regional rally, from the Lost in the Desert
Rally, to The Rich Paré Lost in the
Desert Memorial Rally in his honor.
The meeting was adjourned at
7:20 p.m.

Membership
News
By Austin Wicks — Membership
Deceased Member:
• Richard Paré
Anniversaries:
• Sharon & Robert L. Morris
• Bing & Bob Lirag
• Candy Johnson
• Dr, William G. Devine
• Jackie & Michael G. Quon
• Dina & John Huffman
• Quentin & Joseph B. Rice
• Arlene & Peter T. Hollero
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Years
21
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4
4
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3
2
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Winding Roads
Ground School (Continued from page 6)

continue to turn it more. The cycle
keeps repeating until the desired deflection of the wheel has been reached. In
this way, both hands are on the wheel
at all times, unlike the usual “hand over
hand” motion most of us use while
negotiating turns in a parking lot. Try
this when parking your car, that’s the
best time to become accustomed to it.
Ok, now the mirrors. I’m going to
suggest you become accustomed to
something very different than we’re all
used to. John Dowling, chief driving
instructor for the Arizona Region PCA
and NASA taught me this one. Your
car has only one rear view mirror that’s the one inside the car on the
windshield. Use that one to see behind
you. Obvious, right? Here’s where the
change comes in. The two mirrors on
the sides of the car are side view mirrors, so adjust them to see the sides, not
the rear. Lean your head to the left so it
nearly touches your driver’s window,
and move the left mirror out until you
can just barely see your rear fender in
it. Now lean your head so you touch an
imaginary plane dividing the left and
right halves of the interior, and adjust
your right side mirror out until you can
just see your right rear fender. When
you first start driving with your mirrors
in this position, it will be a little un-

nerving seeing all the motion in the
comers of your eyes, since the mirrors
will show the scenery moving along
both sides instead of the relatively little
movement you’ve become accustomed
to from the mirrors seeing the lane behind you. The advantage becomes apparent when you’re in the center lane of
a 6-lane road and cars overtake and
pass you from either side. Without
moving your head or glancing at your
“blind spot,” you will see cars from the
left and right lane initially in your rear
view mirror; then they will appear in
the appropriate side mirror before leaving the rear view; then you will see
them out of your peripheral vision
through your side windows before they
disappear from the side mirrors! There
is no “blind spot” to look at if adjusted
properly. I’ve been doing this since
mid-May, and 1 have become a believer.
Finally, let’s discuss braking. On
the track, we brake forward, whereas
on the streets, most people brake backward. What does that mean? Beginning
with your street experience, braking
backward means beginning with a gently application of the brakes, and gradually modulating more and more pressure until we get the desired stopping
force. On the track, we want to begin
with a smooth application of full brakes

when we initiate braking, then ease off
quickly but smoothly when we’ve
slowed the car to the desired speed.
This technique has several advantages.
To begin with, it brings the speed down
more rapidly, with the advantage on the
track that you spend less time and distance braking, leaving more for acceleration, higher speed, and faster lap
times. On the road, the advantage is
leaving more time and space to deal
with unexpected occurrences. Second,
while the same amount of energy is
ultimately dissipated in slowing the
vehicle, the discs absorb and transfer
less heat because their mass provides a
thermal “inertia” as it were. Heating
them up more slowly but for a longer
interval does succeed in transferring
more heat, increasing fade, and so
forth.
If you haven’t already done so, I
strongly recommend downloading the
street practice guide from the Autocross page on Southern Arizona Region’s website (http://saz.pca.org/
driving/streetpractice.htm). It offers
other suggestions on how to practice
high performance driving techniques
during your daily driving, without
breaking any laws.
Happy motoring!

With a little practice you could be driving like this too! Photo by David Witteried.
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Tech Q&A: 930, 911 Turbo, 993TT,
996TT, 997TT, and GT2 Fuel System
By Stephen Kaspar, PCA Web Site
at Start Up: I had problems
Q Surge
with cold starts. It would fire for
3-5 seconds and die. I replaced the
WUR and that allowed it to continue
running. However, the RPM’s surge
until warm with the engine shaking
violently. After reaching operating
temp, it idles fine with no issues
Anytime you have a surge you
are generally too rich. Replacing
the WUR and various CIS components
do not change the AFRs or CO. In order to do this you will need to adjust
the fuel head to the appropriate level as
outlined by the info sticker on the underside of your deck lid. Each year had
a specific CO target for the car as well
as timing and other information.
I would start by checking and adjusting the mixture and see if the problem goes away. If it does not then let
me know and I will point out some
other issues that can cause surging.

A

Q

Fuel Level Gauge Is Inaccurate: I
have owned an 02 Turbo for
about a year, and have consistently
found the fuel gauge to be inaccurate
by a significant amount. According to
the book, the tank holds about 16 gal-

lons, and the refill indicator light
should come on with about 4 gallons
left. My light comes on much earlier
than that, and then the mileage to refill
display goes off so that you really don’t
know how much is left in the tank. If I
refill when the indicator shows a quarter tank, I can never get more than 8
gallons in it, even if I let all the air escape and run it over slightly. The dealer
says there are no factory recalls on this
issue. Can you help? Since this tank is
smaller than my 993 non turbo, range
becomes a real issue here in the west.
I would replace your fuel sending unit and see if that takes care
of the problem. This will require the
dealer to recalibrate the fuel system as
well, using the PST2 or the PIWIS.
Hope this helps.

A

Idle Speed: This car appears
Q 965
to idle around 1000 to 1100 RPM
when it has warmed up. This is with or
without the AC on. It actually seems to
idle around 900 to 1000 when it is first
started. Is this normal? If not, is it adjustable with average hand tools?
That is a little high. On a C2T it
should be around 850 but will

hurt nothing to have it at 1000 RPM.
You can adjust the idle very easily.
If you look under the driver’s side
of the intercooler it on the throttle body
you will see a dime size screw. FWIW
all 930s will have this same adjustment.
Is just harder to see because of the difference in intercoolers.
Turn the screw clockwise to turn
the idle down and counter to turn it up.
When adjusting it you will want to
make sure the car is at operating temp
and each time you adjust the screw blip
the throttle and let the idle settle.
That’s it. If you are working on a
pre C2T you will have to look behind
the intercooler via behind the hinge. It
is a little difficult to explain but has to
be adjusted with a long straight slot
screw driver from this position. If you
are in question of another year of car
and the idle specs simply look under
the deck lid. All necessary tune up information is present unless the car has
had the sticker removed for painting.
You will find additional information
along the bottom of the body where the
lid meets when closed.

A

Moonlight Tour (Continued from page 4)

the evening and drive through the desert before the group broke up and everybody headed back to their homes. I
think we’ll do this again!

Jim Gude presents David Witteried his
newsletter award.
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Zone 8 Staff

Commercial Ads
Size

Month Qtr.

Annual

Zone 8 Representative
Michael Dolphin
carrera3@msn.com

Full-Page

$110

$320

$1,512

Half Page

$57

$166

$597

Autocross Chair
Neil Heimburge
porschebadboy@cox.net

Qtr. Page

$25

$73

$262

Bus. Card

$10

$29

$105

Key
Position*

$190

$553

$1,990

Concours Co-Chairs
Joe Nedza
jcnedza@aol.com
Club Racing Coordinator
Vince Knauf
vvvince@aol.com
Rally Chair
Tom Gould
tcg@aol.com
Rules Coordinator
Tom Brown
tb911@adelphia.net
Region Coordinator
Gary Peterson
gary.peterson@hrh.com
Time Trail Chair
Paul Young
pdyoung@cox.net
Web Master
Tom Brown
webmaster@zone8.org
Treasurer
Linda Cobarrubias
MS993@aol.com

* Key Positions.: Inside cover front
or back, bottom ½ of back cover.

Ad includes a banner ad & link from
our web site at www.pca.org/cai.
Deadline for submitting new ads or for
making changes to existing ads is the
first of the month preceding the month
of publication.
We reserve the right to refuse to print
any ad deemed inappropriate.
Send ads to:
David Witteried
9900 Susan Avenue
California City, CA 93505
witteried@charter.net

Classified Ads
No charge to PCA members.
Ads will be left for a reasonable
amount of time. However, please let us
know when the item has been sold.
Non-member ads:
$25.00 for each 25 words (per issue).
No extra charge to include photo.

For Sale…
1983 Targa 911SC, $15K: 2nd owner
bought from a certified Porsche Mechanic in 2003. Have all service records from when I bought it. 141K
miles, rebuilt gear box, tensioners installed ($20K), new tires, reconditioned
wheels, frontend torsion bar, re-skinned
top and carpets. Please contact Roy
Cox, rc@roycoxproductions.com,
925.260.3901.
1978 911 SC Targa, 39,000 original
documented miles, pristine condition,
blk on blk, owners manual, original
color sales brochure, toolkit, service
records, shop manual, all original car
except for exhaust, radio, and
wheels. vin#9118211329 cherry orig.
interior. cal. reg. and smog. $24,900.00
obo. Jake at 661-259-7791 Santa
Clarita.
Colgan bra, was custom ordered from
factory for 1999 911 996 without license plate cut-out and “fenders covered" variant. Will also fit similar
Boxster front end. Brand new, never
used. Color: Black. $75 Mike Inman
661.753.9118.
Porsche 944 Steering Wheel with
Airbag. Used - 4 spoke with Blue
leather very good condition $200. Picture available, Gary 650-968-8708
911 Netrix Springplate Bushing Kit.
Weltmeister replacement rubber bushings can be installed on standard spring
plates to restore original ride qualities.
Neatrix rubber bushings have been
tested in road and autocross 911®s for
thousands of miles without one squeak
or failure! New in original box, $25.
David Witteried, 760.373.1413,
Witteried@charter.net.

Ads are automatically included on our
region web site.
We reserve the right to edit or refuse to
print any ad.
Send ads to (e-mail preferred):
David Witteried
9900 Susan Avenue
California City, CA 93505
witteried@charter.net
http://cai.pca.org
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Our Next Event...
September 6th
Breakfast Meeting
9:30 a.m. at the Greenhouse Café
in Lancaster.

September 13th
2nd Breakfast Meeting
9:30 a.m. at Mimi’s in Santa
Clarita.

September 27th
Tour to Lake Arrowhead Timeline.
See ads on page 5 and 7.

